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Abstract: Ammunition, whether it be an arrow in the middle ages, a lead bullet in the 1800s, or a laser guided smart bomb today,
has been the most prominent factor in determining the outcome of combat. Failing to supply the required amount of ammunition
properly may lead to defeat. Our main objective in this study is to provide a decision support tool that can help plan ammunition
distribution on the battleﬁeld. We demonstrate through an extensive literature review that the existing models are not capable of
handling the speciﬁcs of the problem in this study. To this end, we propose a novel three-layer commodity-ﬂow location routing
formulation that distributes multiple products, respects hard time windows, allows demand points to be supplied by more than one
vehicle or depot, and locates facilities at two different layers. We derive several valid inequalities to speed up the solution time of
our model, illustrate the performance of the model in several realistically sized scenarios, and report encouraging results. Finally,
we introduce a dynamic model that designs the distribution system in consecutive time periods for the entire combat duration.
© 2010 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. Naval Research Logistics 58: 188–209, 2011
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1. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
The success of a combat operation depends on the avail-
ability of ammunition (henceforth called ammo), because a
combat unit can only ﬁght if it receives ammo in the proper
quantity, when and where it is needed. Therefore, ammo is
the dominant factor in determining the outcome of combat,
and any failure to supply the required amount of it may result
in tactical defeat.
Previously, the land forces of most countries relied on
heavy forces that were equipped with a large number of
heavyweapons for their lethality.More information about the
changing of land forces over the years can be found from [68]
by searching for the history of any speciﬁc army. The more
heavy weapons a land force has, the more ﬁre power it has,
and the more lethal it is. However, when equipped with such
numbers and types ofweapons, land forces lose their ability to
move fast, and they need to keep enormous ammo inventories
stocked at huge depots. Hence, the ammo distribution system
of these land forces is designed to support a heavy and slow
moving force. It usually consists of different types of depots,
most of which are underground storage facilities, bunkers,
or fortiﬁed storage areas. In this system, ammo is pushed
down from higher level depots to lower level depots, and
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combat units pull their ammo requirements from the lowest
level depots with their own trucks.
With the end of Cold War, most of these traditional heavy
land forces moved towards a smaller, more agile, and deploy-
able force. For more information, see [68] and search for the
transformation of any speciﬁc army. Such a force does not
depend solely on its ﬁrepower, but also on its mobility. This
characteristic enables newly structured forces to move fur-
ther and faster on the battleﬁeld. To supply such a fast moving
force, an effective and efﬁcient distribution system is needed.
We propose a Mobile Ammunition Distribution System
(Mobile-ADS) to satisfy this requirement. Our main objec-
tive is to deliver ammo as close to the combat units as
possible and do this in a timely manner. To do so, we sug-
gest Fixed Transfer Points (Fixed-TPs) and Mobile Transfer
Points (Mobile-TPs), that — after proper positioning — will
reduce the need for the remainingdepots. Fixed-TPs are either
railheads where a rail network ends or suitable locations on
a rail network where ammo can be transported safely as far
as possible. Ammo is transferred from trains to commercial
trucks at Fixed-TPs. Mobile-TPs are mostly forward stag-
ing areas where ammo trucks or small stocks of ammo are
kept for a short period of time before being moved further
forward to support front line combat units. They are located
as close to combat units as possible to provide the shortest
supply time. Ammo is transferred from commercial trucks to
ammo trucks at Mobile-TPs. Figure 1 shows an example of a
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Figure 1. Mobile ammo distribution system on the battleﬁeld.
Mobile-ADS on the battleﬁeld. Solid (dotted) circles repre-
sent ﬁxed (potential) locations. In this ﬁgure, ﬁrst level depot,
FTP, MTP, and CU denote highest level depots, Fixed-TPs,
Mobile-TPs, and combat units, respectively.
A combat environment can change rapidly. Unexpected
strategic or tactical developments may unfold and can ren-
der earlier logistics support plans obsolete. In such a rapidly
changing and hostile environment, Mobile-TPs, with their
small and mobile structure, can support combat units by
moving with them accordingly.
The problem of designing Mobile-ADS can be very com-
plex if we want to capture all realities at once. Since battles
generally continue for days, weeks, ormonths, the problem in
its entirety has a challenging dynamic nature, which requires
the consideration of several consecutive planning periods.
A typical long-term strategic plan involving several plan-
ning periods happens long before the actual war commences.
Hence, solution time may not be of major concern during
long-term strategic planning. However, solution time is of
great importance during tactical decision making process,
since such decisions, which are related to a single planning
period, must be made in a very short time. In view of this, we
present both the single and multi planning period versions of
our problem.
The rest of this article is organized as follows: Section 2
describes the Mobile-ADS design problem, reviews the liter-
ature, and compares the characteristics of our problem with
those of the majority of the literature. Section 3 demonstrates
the mathematical formulation of the static design problem
and derives several valid inequalities. Section 4 analyzes the
effectiveness of the valid inequalities in some test problem
instances and then exhibits the performance of the model in
several realistically sized scenarios. Section 5 introduces the
dynamic design problem and gives its mathematical formu-
lation. Section 6 shows how the static model could be used
in a combat environment for a multi-period operation and
highlights how the model could be utilized in assisting the
logistics planners when faced with unplanned combat situ-
ations. The summary and the conclusions are presented in
Section 7.
2. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND RELATED
LITERATURE
In this section, we ﬁrst deﬁne the Mobile-ADS design
problem. We then develop a classiﬁcation scheme and clas-
sify 78 articles from the literature. Finally, we give the classi-
ﬁcation of our problem and highlight how it differs from the
existing studies in the literature.
2.1. Problem Deﬁnition
Mobile-ADS is a continuous replenishment and true push
system. Highest level depots are the ﬁrst to receive ammo
that is produced or procured. Ammo is then moved to Fixed-
TPs on rail networks. Within the context of the current study,
we do not analyze the ﬂow from the highest level depots to
Fixed-TPs.We assume that the required amount of ammo can
be carried in between by rail, on time.
Ammo is moved from Fixed-TPs to Mobile-TPs by com-
mercial trucks on road networks. Then, Mobile-TPs issue
ammo to combat units with ammo trucks that have the capa-
bility to move off-road and to load and unload themselves
with their own cranes. In such a system, combat units will
not take on the logistic burden of pulling their own ammo.
Consider a battleﬁeld containing Fixed-TPs, Mobile-TPs,
and combat units. We need to decide the locations of Fixed-
TPs and Mobile-TPs to provide a bridge between the highest
level depots and combat units, and the truck routes and sched-
ules to distribute ammo from Fixed-TPs to combat units via
Mobile-TPs. Solving these two problems separatelymay lead
to suboptimal decisions (see, e.g., [75]). Therefore, these
decisions must be made simultaneously. Hence, the Mobile-
ADS design problem that combines location, routing, and
scheduling into a singlemodel is a LocationRouting Problem
(LRP).
2.2. Literature Review
Several earlier studies introduce the LRP or review LRP
literature (see, e.g., [10], [40], [52], [58] and [63]). In the
two most recent studies, [58] used 12, and [63] used nine
(both including the solution method) problem characteristics
to classify the literature. Although the characteristics cover
most of the key elements of the LRP framework, these stud-
ies do not fully address some elements that we believe are
important. Moreover, recent developments in logistics sys-
tems necessitate the alteration of someof these characteristics
and the use of new dimensions of distribution logistics into
the classiﬁcation.
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Table 1. Problem characteristics of the classiﬁcation scheme and the summary of LRP literature.
1. Hierarchical level 7. Number of layers 13. Locational decision
a. Delivery or pickup* 73 a. Two 61 a. At one layer 75
b. Delivery and pickup 5 b. Three/Four* 17 b. At two layers* 3
2. Nature of demand 8. Planning period 14. Product
a. Deterministic* 61 a. Single* 72 a. Single 74
b. Stochastic 17 b. Multiple* 7 b. Multiple* 4
3. Number of facilities 9. Time restriction 15. Sourcing
a. Single 19 a. No 63 a. Single 77
b. Multiple* 59 b. Soft 14 b. Multiple* 1
4. Vehicle ﬂeet c. Hard* 1 16. Inventory
a. Single 12 10. Objective function a. Exist 4
b. Homogeneous 52 a. Single* 72 b. Not exist* 74
c. Heterogeneous* 14 b. Multiple 7 17. Solution method
5. Vehicle capacity 11. Data a. Exact* 25
a. Capacitated* 47 a. Real 23 b. Heuristic 55
b. Uncapacitated 31 b. Hypothetical* 57
6. Facility capacity 12. Solution space
a. Capacitated* 31 a. Continuous 4
b. Uncapacitated 48 b. Discrete* 74
Hence, we develop a classiﬁcation scheme consisting of 17
problem characteristics (most of which are self-explanatory
andwill be explained in the next section), and classify 78 stud-
ies according to it. Table 1 exhibits our classiﬁcation scheme
and summarizes the classiﬁcation of the studies. Asterisks
indicate our problem’s classiﬁcation, which is explained in
detail below. In addition, details of our classiﬁcation are
presented in Table 2 in chronological order.
2.3. Comparison
To better reﬂect the characteristics of our Mobile-ADS
design problem, to express where it stands in the LRP lit-
erature, and to highlight how it differs from the previous
studies, we further explain some speciﬁcs pertaining to it and
compare its classiﬁcation with that of the majority of LRP
literature. The classiﬁcation of our problem can be stated as
follows.
(1a) We only consider delivery of ammo to combat units.
(2a) All parameters are assumed to be ﬁxed and known. Here,
the most problematic issue is the daily ammo demand of
combat units. Today, military services of almost all countries
generally use three approaches (see, e.g., [31]) to estimate
the amount of ammo expected to be consumed daily (con-
sumption rate) in combat. In the ﬁrst method, we predict
the number of targets a weapon will encounter on a daily
basis and multiply it by the required amount of ammo to
destroy each target. In the second method, we predict the life
of a weapon in combat before it is destroyed by an enemy.
Then, we predict the number of engagements in its life-
time and multiply it by the expected ammo expenditure per
engagement. In the third method, we use mathematical pro-
gramming models. We deﬁne a combat scenario consisting
of friendly and enemy weapons. We input several weapon
and target characteristics, such as probability of hit, proba-
bility of kill, etc. Then the model gives the amount of ammo
expended by each friendly weapon to defeat allocated enemy
weapons. Majority of the parameters used in these three
methods (expected target number, expected ammo expendi-
ture per engagement, etc.) are based on historical data (see,
e.g., [37]) and actual ﬁeld experiments or tests. However, they
are constantly adjusted as newdata is collected. In addition, to
make the predictions more accurate, these parameters change
depending on the type of mission (offense, defense, etc.), ter-
rain (desert, forest, etc.), day of the combat (ﬁrst day, second
day, etc.), and anticipated operational tempo. Although there
is no visible way to predict daily requirements exactly, ahead
of time, we are not totally in the dark. We consider antici-
pated daily consumption rates, calculated as explained above,
and treat them as ﬁxed demands for the sake of our model’s
tractability.
(3b) We locate multiple transfer points. (4c) We have two
different groups of vehicles, namely, commercial and ammo
trucks. In addition, in each group, we have various types of
trucks that have different capacities, which in turn have dif-
ferent acquisition and operation costs. For example, there
exist 20-, 30-, and 40-ton commercial trucks and 5-, 8-,
and 10-ton ammo trucks. (5a) All trucks are capacitated.
(6a) Because of manpower, terrain, enemy threat, and ﬁre
safety considerations, all transfer points have capacities. (7b)
Three layers exist, and Fixed-TPs, Mobile-TPs, and com-
bat units are located at the ﬁrst, second, and third layers,
respectively.
(8ab) We present both the single and multi planning period
versions of our problem. Consistent with the literature and in
light of our real-life application requirements, our main focus
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Table 2. Classiﬁcation of the literature.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
a b a b a b a b c a b a b a b a b a b c a b a b a b a b a b a b a b a b
[20]                 
[23]                 
[24]                 
[33]                 
[66]                 
[35]                 
[43]                 
[64]                 
[45]                 
[54]                 
[70]                 
[38]                 
[71]                 
[11]                 
[44]                 
[12]                 
[15]                 
[46]                 
[83]                 
[13]                 
[41]                  
[42]                 
[48]                 
[65]                  
[91]                 
[16]                  
[85]                 
[51]                 
[72]                 
[82]                
[26]                 
[80]                 
[84]                 
[86]                 
[5]                 
[7]                 
[32]                 
[34]                  
[36]                 
[6]                
[10]                 
[19]                 
[79]                 
[57]                  
[60]                 
[61]                 
[73]                 
[30]                 
[62]                 
[29]                 
[59]                 
[74]                 
[87]                 
[25]                 
[49]                 
[89]                 
[47]                 
[53]                 
(continued)
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Table 2. (continued)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
a b a b a b a b c a b a b a b a b a b c a b a b a b a b a b a b a b a b
[22]                 
[88]                 
[1]                 
[4]                 
[14]                 
[39]                  
[55]                 
[76]                 
[78]                 
[50]                  
[2]                 
[8]                  
[21]                 
[67]                 
[77]                 
[81]                 
[90]                 
[9]                 
[27]                 
[3]                  
is the static version, for which we can suggest a computation-
ally more viable model. The dynamic model, which is valid
for at least two planning periods, is only presented follow-
ing the discussion of the static model. Overall, we consider
consecutive 24-h planning periods, since each combat unit
possesses a speciﬁc amount of ammo on hand to initiate and
continue combat operations for 24 h, until it is supplied from
the rear.
(9c) The battleﬁeld is open to unexpected circumstances.
At different times of combat, depending on the combat type
and enemy threat, some ammo types may become more valu-
able, and combat units may require them more urgently than
other types of ammo. Therefore, there are different time dead-
lines for each type of ammo and for each combat unit. In
addition, supplying a unit with ammo requires the unit to
halt for some time and take the required precautions, such as
perimeter security. A combat unit cannot always halt in battle,
especially when it is actively engaged with an enemy. Hence,
after combat starts, units need some time to gain positions
that render them available for supply, and this time consti-
tutes the earliest time that a unit can receive its supplies. In
summary, we have two-sided time windows, i.e., hard time
restrictions, in our problem.
(10a) We have a single objective function (explained in
more detail below) that uniﬁes multiple cost components.
(11b) Since this is a military application on a sensitive topic,
all data we present in this article is hypothetical. (12b) The
operation plan of a battle dictates the targets of each com-
bat unit and the time by which each target is supposed
to be seized. In other words, this plan includes the daily
anticipated locations of each unit, and we take these loca-
tions as given. In addition, transfer points cannot be located
just anywhere on the battleﬁeld. Such a site should possess
characteristics to allow logistics support operations as well as
a tactical defense against enemy threats. Logistics planners
consider these characteristics, and perform on-site or map
reconnaissance to determine potential locations before battle
commences. Therefore, transfer points can only be located at
these predeﬁned potential locations, and, hence, our solution
space is discrete. (13b) We locate Fixed-TPs and Mobile-
TPs at the ﬁrst and second layers, respectively; locational
decisions exist at two different layers. (14b) On the battle-
ﬁeld, combat units need and use several types of ammo (for
example, riﬂe bullets, artillery munition, and hand grenades).
They need them at different locations, at different times, and
at different rates. Hence, we need to determine the schedule
of each ammo type separately, which makes our problem a
multi-product problem. (15b) In an LRP with single sourc-
ing, each customer is to be supplied by exactly one vehicle
or depot. In our problem, even the same ammo type may
be brought to a unit by two or more different trucks. We,
therefore, modeled for multi sourcing. (16b) We do not hold
inventory at transfer points. (17b)We solve themodel exactly
with a commercial solver.
In summary,weutilize a capacitated heterogeneous vehicle
ﬂeet, whereas the literature generally use a capacitated homo-
geneous ﬂeet. Furthermore, the majority of the literature
considers uncapacitated facilities, but we consider capaci-
tated ones. Most of the literature studies two layers, whereas
our model has three layers. Except for seven studies, the
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Figure 2. Routes of commercial and ammo trucks.
literature concentrates on static LRP problems. Although we
primarily focus on the static version, we additionally pro-
vide an extension to the multi-period dynamic case. The time
restriction issue is rarely incorporated within the context of
the literature. Only one study includes hard time restrictions
as we do. Locational decisions exist at only one layer in all
studies except for three. However, we locate facilities at two
different layers. There are only four studies that distribute
multiple products as we do. Last of all, although the litera-
ture mostly involves single sourcing (a customer is allowed
to be served by at most two vehicles in the model of [62], but
one for pickups and one for deliveries), we utilize multiple
sourcing.
This brief analysis illustrates that some characteristics of
our problem are rarely included in the previous models. This
article is directly aimed at handling these aspects and incor-
porating them into a computationally viable mathematical
model. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, even the static
version of our study is the ﬁrst attempt to construct such an
inclusive real world LRP model.
3. STATIC MODEL DEVELOPMENT AND VALID
INEQUALITIES
In this section, we present the mathematical formulation
of the Mobile-ADS design problem for a ﬁxed period and
derive several valid inequalities to speed up the solution time.
We promote this model as a decision support tool during the
short-term tactical decision making process. Section 4 dis-
plays the computational viability of the staticmodel improved
with valid inequalities in several realistically sized scenar-
ios. Section 5 extends the static model to the case in which
we have at least two periods within the planning horizon.
Because of its computational burden, the dynamic model is
reserved for long-term strategic planning.
We model the battleﬁeld as a network of three types of
nodes, i.e., potential Fixed-TP and Mobile-TP and known
combat unit locations. With this representation, we consider
Mobile-ADS, shown in Figure 1, as a directed and connected
network G = (N ,A) that is deﬁned by a set N of nodes
and a set A of arcs. Arc set A consists of two types of mutu-
ally exclusive road networks as shown in Fig. 2. The ﬁrst
is the two-way road network, on which commercial trucks
travel among Fixed-TPs and Mobile-TPs. The second is the
two-way trace network on the battle terrain, on which ammo
trucks travel among Mobile-TPs and combat units. Model
speciﬁcations used in the formulation are listed in Table 3.
Table 3. Model speciﬁcations.
Sets
N : Set of all nodes such that N = NF⋃NM⋃NC and NF,
NM, NC are mutually exclusive.
NF : Set of potential Fixed-TP nodes such that NF ⊂ N .
NM : Set of potential Mobile-TP nodes such that NM ⊂ N .
NC : Set of combat unit nodes such that NC ⊂ N .
Note that NFM = NF⋃NM and NMC = NM⋃NC.
V : Set of all vehicles such that V = VF⋃VM and VF, VM
are mutually exclusive.
VF : Set of commercial trucks (all stationed at Fixed-TPs)
such that VF ⊂ V .
VM : Set of ammo trucks (all stationed at Mobile-TPs) such
that VM ⊂ V .
P : Set of ammo types.
Parameters
Qip : Demand of combat unit i for ammo type p.
CDip : Non-negative capacity of transfer point i for ammo type
p.
CVvp : Non-negative capacity of vehicle v for ammo type p.
CTv : Non-negative total capacity of vehicle v.
TIij : Travel time between nodes i and j , which includes the
service time at nodes.
TEip : Earliest time that combat unit i can receive supplies of
ammo type p.
TLip : Latest time that combat unit i can receive supplies of
ammo type p.
TMp : Maximum latest arrival time of ammo type p among
units, that is TMp = maxi∈NC{TLip}.
TM : Maximum of the latest arrival times of all ammo types,
that is TM = maxp∈P {TMp}.
TCvp : Cost of transporting one unit of ammo type p on vehicle
v per hour.
VCv : Cost of acquiring vehicle v.
DCv : Cost of driving vehicle v per hour.
FCi : Fixed cost of opening transfer point i.
Decision variables
fijvp : Non-negative amount of ﬂow of ammo type p carried
from node i to j by vehicle v.
tpip : Non-negative arrival time of ammo type p at node i.
tviv : Non-negative arrival time of vehicle v at node i.
yi : 1, if transfer point i is opened; 0 otherwise.
xijv : 1, if vehicle v travels from node i to j ; 0 otherwise.
wijp : 1, if ammo type p travels from node i to j ; 0 otherwise.
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3.1. Constraints
We enumerate separate constraints as usual, such as 1, 2,
etc. If we write the same constraint several times for disjoint
index sets, then we enumerate them, such as 1a, 1b, …or 2a,
2b, …and so on.
3.1.1. Product Flow Balance Constraints
Constraints (1) ensure that inﬂow to a Mobile-TP or com-
bat unit is equal to the sum of the total outﬂow from that node
































 = Qip ∀i ∈ NC,p ∈ P
(1b)
Note that constraints (1b) declare the problem infeasible
if the total demand cannot be satisﬁed for some reason, such
as a lack of ammo or trucks or transfer points or tight time
windows. In such situations, instead of giving no solution, we
may want to provide the best solution that can be obtained
with available resources. To do so, we need to allow the
demand satisfaction limitation to be overruled at a certain










where uip is a non-negative decision variable, indicating the
amount of unmet demand of ammo type p at combat unit i,
with a high enough positive cost coefﬁcient in the objective
function.
Constraints (2) guarantee that a vehicle cannot leave a node
















fijvp ∀i ∈ NC, v ∈ VM,p ∈ P (2b)
3.1.2. Vehicle Flow Balance Constraints
Constraints (3) maintain that a vehicle can start its route
from one and only one transfer point. Constraints (4) force
each vehicle to turn back to its home transfer point, where
it is allocated. Constraints (5) require that each vehicle leave





































xijv ∀i ∈ NC, v ∈ VM (5b)
3.1.3. Capacity Constraints
Constraints (6) ensure that transfer points cannot send
more than their capacity for that ammo type. They also guar-
antee that there is no ﬂow from or through any closed transfer
point. Constraints (7) require that vehicle capacities are not
exceeded. All vehicles also have total capacities that are






















 · yi ∀i ∈ NM,p ∈ P (6c)
fijvp ≤ CVvp · xijv∀i ∈ NF, j ∈ NM, v ∈ VF,p ∈ P ;
∀i, j ∈ NM, i = j , v ∈ VF,p ∈ P ;
∀i ∈ NM, j ∈ NC, v ∈ VM,p ∈ P ;
∀i, j ∈ NC, i = j , v ∈ VM,p ∈ P (7)
∑
p∈P
fijvp ≤ CTv · xijv ∀i ∈ NF, j ∈ NM, v ∈ VF;
∀i, j ∈ NM, i = j , v ∈ VF
∀i ∈ NM, j ∈ NC, v ∈ VM;∀i, j ∈ NC, i = j , v ∈ VM (8)
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3.1.4. Relation Constraints
Constraints (9) require that a truck carry some amount of
ammo if it is dispatched. Constraints (10) and (11) set the





∀i ∈ NF, j ∈ NM, v ∈ VF;∀i, j ∈ NM, i = j , v ∈ VF





· wijp ≥ fijvp ∀i ∈ NF, j ∈ NM, v ∈ VF,p ∈ P ;
∀i, j ∈ NM, i = j , v ∈ VF,p ∈ P ;
∀i ∈ NM, j ∈ NC, v ∈ VM,p ∈ P ;
∀i, j ∈ NC, i = j , v ∈ VM,p ∈ P (10)∑
v∈VF
fijvp ≥ wijp
∀i ∈ NF, j ∈ NM,p ∈ P ;∀i, j ∈ NM, i = j ,p ∈ P (11a)∑
v∈VM
fijvp ≥ wijp
∀i ∈ NM, j ∈ NC,p ∈ P ;∀i, j ∈ NC, i = j ,p ∈ P (11b)
Note that in constraints (9) and (11), ammo ﬂow is mea-
sured in undeﬁned units. Hence, one needs to be careful about
deﬁning the unit of ﬂow, because these constraints do not per-
mit a truck to carry an ammo type of less than 1 unit. If one
wants to do so, then the right hand sides should be multiplied
by an appropriate multiplier. For example, if our unit is 1 ton,
and if we do not want to carry an ammo type less than 0.2
tons with a single truck, then our multiplier would be 0.2.
3.1.5. Time Related Constraints
Constraints (12) impose the time window requirements of
combat units for all ammo types. Constraints (13) deﬁne the
initial condition of arrival times. Constraints (14) compute
the arrival times of ammo types at nodes:
TEip ≤ tpip ≤ TLip ∀i ∈ NC,p ∈ P (12)
tpip = 0 ∀i ∈ NF,p ∈ P (13)
tpip + TIij · wijp − TMp · (1 − wijp) ≤ tpjp
∀i ∈ NF, j ∈ NM,p ∈ P ;∀i, j ∈ NM, i = j ,p ∈ P
∀i ∈ NM, j ∈ NC,p ∈ P ;∀i, j ∈ NC, i = j ,p ∈ P (14)
Constraints (12)–(14) ensure that the latest ammo arrivals
respect the timewindowsof units.Note thatwaiting for ammo
at combat units is allowed, and, in the context of this article,
a time window indicates the time interval in which a unit
can halt in battle and receive the waiting or newly arrived
supplies. Hence, ammo is allowed to reach a unit before the
earliest time and wait there until the unit actually takes it.
Recall thatwijp does not carry any information about vehi-
cles.Hence, constraints (12)–(14) cannot prevent sub-tours of
vehicles. To remedy this condition, we introduce the subtour
elimination constraints of [56] as constraints (15):
tviv + TIij · xijv − TM · (1 − xijv) ≤ tvjv
∀i ∈ NF, j ∈ NM, v ∈ VF;∀i, j ∈ NM, i = j , v ∈ VF
∀i ∈ NM, j ∈ NC, v ∈ VM;∀i, j ∈ NC, i = j , v ∈ VM
(15)
3.2. Objective Function
In the Mobile-ADS design problem, two different objec-
tives exist of which each could be applicable depending on
the situation. The ﬁrst objective considers the costs of transfer
point establishment, vehicle acquisition, and ammo distrib-
ution. The second one considers again the costs of transfer
point establishment and vehicle acquisition plus the cost of
truck driving. As can be seen, two of the cost components are
common to both objectives and are shown below:∑
i∈NFM














VCv · xijv (17)
Equation (16) is the total ﬁxed cost of opening transfer
points, and Eq. (17) is the total acquisition cost of used trucks.
Now, we present the last component of each objective.
Depending on the mission, available forces, enemy threat,
or country economy, for example, different factors may gain
more importance or urgency above others on the battleﬁeld.
If we put economy and ﬁnancial concerns above others, then
the total transportation cost of ammo becomes critical. This









TCvp · TIij · fijvp (18)
If an enemy has the ability to detect our logistics con-
voys, then the more trafﬁc we have, the more our convoys are
exposed to enemyﬁre.Moreover,wemaywant to concentrate
some of our forces on a particular region of the combat area
without the enemy’s notice. In such circumstances, stealth
becomes a big concern, and we want minimal trafﬁc on the
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battleﬁeld. Hence, the total driving time of vehicles becomes
critical, and constitutes the third component of the second






DCv · TIij · xijv (19)
To summarize, the ﬁrst objective function is z1 = (16) +
(17) + (18), and the second is z2 = (16) + (17) + (19). It is
important to note that on the same battleﬁeld and at the same
time, different objectivesmay gain priority for different units.
For example, one brigade may move in a different direction
in concealment, whereas others keep their positions as they
are. Hence, for the ﬁrst brigade z2 and for the rest z1 becomes
the objective on the same battleﬁeld at the same time.
3.3. Valid Inequalities
In this section, we present several valid inequalities (VIs)
to reduce the solution time. For the sake of brevity, when
the same VI is needed several times between Fixed-TPs and
Mobile-TPs, among Mobile-TPs, between Mobile-TPs and
combat units and among combat units, we only give it once
(for example, only between Fixed-TPs and Mobile-TPs). It
is clear that they must be duplicated for the other layers. Our




































xijv ∀i ∈ NF, j ∈ NM,p ∈ P (VI 6)
∑
p∈P
wijp ≥ xijv ∀i ∈ NF, j ∈ NM, v ∈ VF (VI 7)
∑
j∈NM


























TIij · xijv ≤ TM − min
i∈NF,j∈NM
{TIij } ∀v ∈ VM
(VI 12)
VI 1 requires that outﬂow from transfer points be equal
to the total demand of all combat units for each ammo type.
VI 2 maintains that a truck cannot travel from a node to two
or more nodes. VI 3 sets a lower bound for the total number
of trucks that must be dispatched from transfer points. VI 4
ensures that ammo types cannot pass through closed transfer
points. VI 5 provides that at least one ammo type must pass
through an open transfer point. VI 6 states that if an ammo
type travels from node i to j , then there must exist at least
one truck traveling between these two nodes. VI 7 maintains
the reverse condition by preventing any truck from traveling
between nodes i and j if no ammo type travels in between.
VI 8 provides that no truck can be dispatched from or pass
through a closed transfer point. VI 9 requires that an open
transfer point dispatches at least one truck. VI 10 guarantees
that an open transfer point cannot dispatch more trucks than
exist in the system. VI 11 sets a lower bound for the number
of opened transfer points. VI 12 sets an upper bound for the
total travel time of the modiﬁed tours of ammo trucks that
are obtained by deleting the returning arc of each tour.
4. COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we ﬁrst test our VIs on six moderate sized
test problem instances (PIs). Then,we report the performance
of ourmodel on several realistically sized scenarios. All com-
putations are conducted on a laptop computer with 1.83 GHz
CPU, 1 GB RAM, and Windows XP [69] operating sys-
tem. We use GAMS/Cplex 9.1 [28] as the solver and GAMS
22.0 [17] as the modeling language.
4.1. Experiments on Test Bed Problem Instances
In each PI, we have |NF| = 3, |NM| = 8, |NC| = 10,
|VF| = 5, |VM| = 10, and |P | = 3. In PI 1, 3, and 5 (PI 2,
4, and 6) at least one Fixed-TP, and two (three) Mobile-TPs
must be opened, and two (three) commercial, and three (ﬁve)
ammo trucks must be dispatched to satisfy the total demand.
In addition, PI 1 and 2 have three different time windows of
which combat units 1, 2, 3 (4, 5, 6, 7 and 8, 9, 10) respect the
ﬁrst (second and third) one for each type of ammo. Likewise,
PI 3 and 4 have four, and PI 5 and 6 have six different time
windows.
We use strong branching for selecting the branching
variable and best-estimate search for selecting the next
node when backtracking. For the other parameters, we
use GAMS/Cplex’s default settings. When comparing valid
inequalities, we base the comparison on the optimality gap
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Table 4. Performance of the valid inequalities with the ﬁrst objective.
Gaps (%) after 1 h
PI 1 PI 2 PI 3 PI 4 PI 5 PI 6 Min Average Max
Original 16.36 — 15.76 4.35 16.80 — — — —
VI 1 20.64 9.86 14.87 23.22 12.19 17.46 9.86 16.37 23.22
VI 2 14.44 8.45 11.16 0.61 16.16 14.11 0.61 10.82 16.16
VI 3 16.53 — 8.60 5.32 9.96 5.08 — — —
VI 4 11.96 7.93 10.41 4.79 17.69 6.11 4.79 9.82 17.69
VI 5 19.85 1.39 16.84 5.09 20.34 2.10 1.39 10.94 20.34
VI 6 32.77 — 16.02 — 23.56 — — — —
VI 7 15.96 — 12.11 5.22 19.08 5.13 — — —
VI 8 15.39 5.47 21.37 8.95 18.06 4.50 4.50 12.29 21.37
VI 9 15.37 5.32 10.03 6.42 14.10 — — — —
VI 10 16.36 — 15.76 4.35 16.83 — — — —
VI 11 5.69 13.47 10.29 — 14.26 9.75 — — —
VI 12 12.38 1.78 8.60 7.86 10.74 4.45 1.78 7.64 12.38
reported by GAMS/Cplex. Computations for a problem are
terminated after 3600 s.
We compare the performance of VIs with the ﬁrst objec-
tive in Table 4. The results with the second objective are not
given, for brevity. The ﬁrst row presents the gaps without any
VI, and dashes indicate that no feasible solution can be found
within the given time limit. Subsequent rows demonstrate the
gaps of the formulations with the corresponding VIs. Since
VI 2, 4, and 12 are the best performing ones, we ﬁrst test all
pairwise combinations of other VIs with them. The results
show that no pairwise combination is superior to them. Fol-
lowing the samemethodology, we test all triple combinations
of otherVIswith some promising pairwise combinations, and
no improvement is obtained. Then we test them in larger PIs
(with |NC| = 20) and ﬁnally conclude that VI 2 improves the
performance of our model better than the others.
4.2. Experiments on Realistically Sized Problem
Instances
We generate nine different realistically sized PIs to evalu-
ate the performance of our model in large-scale applications.
We ﬁrst state our base scenario.
4.2.1. Base Scenario
We consider a strategic scenario in which a country’s land
forces are attacking enemy forces. Generally, land forces of
a country consist of several armies, corps, brigades, and bat-
talions. Figure 3 provides information on the organization of
a land force.
The number of soldiers in an army can vary signiﬁcantly
between countries, commonly from 100,000 up to 200,000
or more. A corps typically includes from 20,000 to 50,000
soldiers. Under the current doctrine of most countries’ land
forces, armies are mostly concerned with both administra-
tive and institutional missions. Usually, a corps is the highest
level of command that is concerned with operations on the
battleﬁeld.
Hence, in our base scenario, we consider a corps that is in
an offense position to defeat enemy forces. The corps has four
brigades. A brigade may have four or ﬁve battalions depend-
ing on the mission, enemy threat, etc. We assume that each
brigade has ﬁve battalions. Therefore, there are 20 battalions
in total. Logistics planners determine three (eight) potential
locations for Fixed-TPs (Mobile-TPs) in the corps’ control
area. The layout of the corps on the battleﬁeld can be seen
in Fig. 4, which shows the potential locations of Fixed-TPs
and Mobile-TPs and known locations of battalions. In addi-
tion, all distances are taken from actual highway maps. The
corps’ transportation unit has eight commercial and 16 ammo
trucks.
To reduce complexity, logistics planners group ammo into
three groups according to their daily usage amounts. The high
(medium, low) density group consists of the most (less fre-
quently, least) used ammo types, such as infantry riﬂe bullets
(anti-tank missiles, anti-aircraft missiles). To be supplied, all
brigades cannot halt at the same time when they are engaged
with the enemy. Hence, logistics planners decide to supply
brigades in turn, such that battalions of a brigade have the
Figure 3. Organization of a representative land force.
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Figure 4. The corps’ layout plan on the battleﬁeld.
same supply time window, and brigades have nonoverlaping
time windows.
To make the scenario more realistic, we must consider
some speciﬁc military command and control structures and
hierarchy among military units that always exist in real life.
Therefore, we state three military requirements.
1. military requirement 1: Because of the short-
age of manpower or equipment resources and enemy
threat, a corps cannot establish an unlimited number
of Fixed-TPs in its control area. It is preferable to
open one Fixed-TP per corps.
2. military requirement 2: Every brigade uses a sep-
arate wireless communication channel to communi-
cate with its battalions on the battleﬁeld. Hence, it
is always easier for a brigade to communicate with
its own battalion. Besides, a battalion always reports
to its own brigade about its location and demands.
Thus, it is usually preferable to supply a combat unit
from a Mobile-TP of its own brigade.
3. military requirement 3: For the same reason
stated in military requirement 1, and because of
military requirement 2, it is preferable to open one
Mobile-TP per brigade.
Weneed to state here that thesemilitary requirements result
in a problem in which facility capacities don’t have any role.
However, we opt to keep the capacity constraints and give
the model in its most general form to show that our model
could be used in almost any (military or not) distribution sys-
tem and to help readers compare our model with the existing
network design or LRP models.
4.2.2. Problem Instances
We design nine different PIs of the base scenario by con-
sidering several combinations of two problem parameters as
follows. We consider three different levels of ammo type
numbers, that is |P | = 3, 4, 5. We also consider three differ-
ent levels of truck usage percentages to test the performance
of the model against the number of both available and used
trucks. These percentages are 75%, 50%, and 83%. At the
75% level, there exist eight commercial and 16 ammo trucks,
out of which at least six commercial and 12 ammo trucks
must be used. At the 50% (83%) level, there exist 12 com-
mercial and 24 ammo trucks, out of which at least six (10)
commercial and 12 (20) ammo trucks must be used. Table 5
exhibits the details of PIs and the computational results with
both objective functions. Abbreviations m and h stand for
minutes and hours.
Note that we use VI 2, strong branching and best-estimate
search; solve LP relaxations at each node by primal simplex
with devex pricing; only generate implied bounds, cover cuts,
and clique cuts; implement aggressive scaling; and perform
presolve at nodes.
As can be derived from the table, after 24 h, the average
gaps with the ﬁrst objective are 2.8%, 4.8%, and 6.6% for
|P | = 3, 4, and 5, respectively. In addition, they are 2.4%,
4.2%, and 7.6% for 75%, 50%, and 83% truck usage levels,
respectively. It is clear that the problem gets harder to solve
as the number of ammo types and the number of available
and used trucks increase. The same observation holds for the
second objective.
Table 6 shows the average percentages of ﬁxed and vari-
able costs in the total cost of the above PIs. Truck acquisition
costs have the largest share with both objectives. Because
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Table 5. Computational results for the realistically sized problem instances.
Gaps (%) after
Obj. |P | Truck usage (%) 2 m 8 m 30 m 1 h 2 h 4 h 5 h 10 h 24 h
PI A z1 3 75 12.04 10.75 10.16 4.98 1.90 1.34 1.15 0.93 0.89
PI B 50 15.72 15.34 12.86 10.51 6.79 4.07 3.00 1.97 0.91
PI C 83 — — 10.42 8.71 6.71 6.71 6.71 6.71 6.71
PI D 4 75 — 13.22 8.93 8.59 7.27 4.20 3.65 2.98 2.45
PI E 50 — — — — 14.26 6.78 5.73 3.24 2.74
PI F 83 — — — — — 10.58 10.36 10.07 9.26
PI G 5 75 — — — 11.39 10.29 5.28 4.72 4.24 3.94
PI H 50 — — 20.87 18.28 15.67 13.28 12.97 10.87 9.02
PI I 83 — 20.83 16.12 14.03 10.67 6.83 6.69 6.69 6.69
PI A z2 3 75 — — — — — — 0.48 0.44 0.44
PI B 50 23.99 23.99 20.73 12.76 3.37 3.31 3.29 0.54 0.52
PI C 83 — — — — 9.31 9.16 9.16 8.98 8.96
PI D 4 75 — — — — — 3.72 1.07 1.02 0.58
PI E 50 — — 18.92 13.59 6.12 6.04 6.00 5.99 0.75
PI F 83 — — 11.03 9.06 9.04 9.00 8.98 8.87 8.87
PI G 5 75 — — — — — — — — 0.57
PI H 50 — — — — 20.71 13.47 10.85 8.60 3.25
PI I 83 — — — — — 9.20 9.16 9.11 8.88
Mobile-TPs do not require substantial infrastructure invest-
ment, such as those required for underground storage facil-
ities or bunkers, establishment costs are approximately half
(one third at the 83% level) of the acquisition costs. More-
over, transportation costs are higher than the establishment
costs with objective 1.
Table 7 presents some general statistics on the model size.
|N |, |P |, and |V | are the numbers of nodes, ammo types, and
vehicles in the problem instances. The other four statistics are
obtained from the Model Statistics section of GAMS 22.3.
Note that increasing the ammo type number does not cause
a signiﬁcant increase in the number of discrete variables.
However, it increases the number of equations and non-zero
coefﬁcients in the problem matrix. It can also be seen that an
increase in the number of vehicles increases the number of
discrete variables, equations, and non-zero-elements.
We depict the solution of PI A in Fig. 5 as an exam-
ple. As can be seen in the ﬁgure, one Fixed-TP and four
Mobile-TPs are opened, and six commercial and 12 ammo
trucks are dispatched. A cautious examination of the solu-
tion reveals that opening a Mobile-TP close to Fixed-TPs is
almost always more cost-effective than opening one close to
combat units. In fact, opening aMobile-TP that is far from the
front line combat units is also tactically advantageous. Such
a transfer point would be less vulnerable to enemy ﬁre and
unexpected counter attacks. In addition, it would have more
time to change its location in case of such contingencies.
5. DYNAMIC MODEL DEVELOPMENT
In this section, we formulate a dynamic Mobile-ADS
designmodel assuming that known locations of combat units,
as well as the set of potential Mobile-TP locations change
in every consecutive planning period. As expected, solving
such a mathematical model for a long planning period is
computationally cumbersome. Hence, this section is rather
intended to develop a dynamic model that should be used for
advanced planning, when computational time is not an issue.
Otherwise, we promote the successive use of our static model
within the framework that is to be outlined in Subsection 6.1.
We assume that the planning horizon (combat duration)
T is partitioned into consecutive 24-h time periods, repre-
sented by t ∈ T . In other words, there are |T | time periods,
i.e., t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |T |}. We also assume that the potential
location set for Fixed-TPs (NF) does not change over time.
Table 6. Average percentages of ﬁxed and variable costs in the total cost.
Objective 1 (%) Objective 2 (%)
Truck usage Transfer point Truck Ammo Transfer point Truck Truck
level establishment acquisition transportation establishment acquisition driving
50–75% 23 46 31 33 65 2
83% 18 59 23 23 75 2
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Table 7. General statistics on themodel size of problem instances.
Non zero Single Single Discrete
|N | |P | |V | elements equations variables variables
PI A 31 3 24 240,513 27,996 81,493 11,623
PI B-C 36 358,217 40,596 121,257 16,679
PI D 4 24 306,767 34,402 104,464 12,123
PI E-F 36 456,751 49,754 155,388 17,179
PI G 5 24 373,021 40,808 127,435 12,623
PI H-I 36 555,285 58,912 189,519 17,679
NtM (NtC) is the potential (known) location set of Mobile-TPs
(combat units) in period t ∈ T .
We use the following set relations in the dynamic for-
mulation: NtM ⊆ Nt+1M for all t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |T | − 1}.
Nt = NF⋃NtM⋃NtC,NtFM = NF⋃NtM,NtMC = NtM⋃NtC
for all t ∈ T and NFM = NF⋃N |T |M .
We permit the opening of newMobile-TPs at the beginning
of any time period and the closing of existing ones at the end
of any time period. We also allow an existing Mobile-TP to
re-open once it is closed or a new Mobile-TP to re-close once
it is open. We assume that if a Mobile-TP is to be moved to
another potential location, its transportation will take a rela-
tively short time compared to the 24-h planningperiod; hence,
we suppose that it changes its location instantaneously.
We know that the available number of trucks or the capac-
ity of Mobile-TPs may vary between the time periods due
to breakdowns, enemy ﬁre, etc. However, we admit time-
independent ﬂeet size and transfer point capacity for the sake
of simplicity. Nevertheless, these parameters could easily be
made time-dependent.
Note that in the dynamic formulation, we use the same
decision variables as in the static model with an extra index
t ∈ T , and they all refer to the related time period t . We also
have twonewbinary decision variables:yytij is 1 ifMobile-TP
of a brigade is opened at potential location i at the beginning
of time period t and relocated at a different potential loca-
tion j (such that i and j are potential locations of the same
brigade) at the beginning of time period t+1, 0 otherwise; and
xxv is 1 if vehicle v is dispatched from a transfer point in at
least one time period, 0 otherwise. The dynamicMobile-ADS









































































= Qtip ∀i ∈ NtC,p ∈ P , t ∈ T (D-1b)
Figure 5. Solution of the base scenario.
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∀i ∈ NtM, i = j ,p ∈ P , t ∈ T (D-6c)
f tijvp ≤ CVvp · xtijv
∀i ∈ NF, j ∈ NtM, v ∈ VF,p ∈ P , t ∈ T ;
∀i, j ∈ NtM, i = j , v ∈ VF,p ∈ P , t ∈ T ;
∀i ∈ NtM, j ∈ NtC, v ∈ VM,p ∈ P , t ∈ T ;
∀i, j ∈ NtC, i = j , v ∈ VM,p ∈ P , t ∈ T (D-7)
∑
p∈P
f tijvp ≤ CTv · xtijv
∀i ∈ NF, j ∈ NtM, v ∈ VF, t ∈ T ;
∀i, j ∈ NtM, i = j , v ∈ VF, t ∈ T ;
∀i ∈ NtM, j ∈ NtC, v ∈ VM, t ∈ T ;
∀i, j ∈ NtC, i = j , v ∈ VM, t ∈ T (D-8)
∑
p∈P
f tijvp ≥ xtijv
∀i ∈ NF, j ∈ NtM, v ∈ VF, t ∈ T ;
∀i, j ∈ NtM, i = j , v ∈ VF, t ∈ T ;
∀i ∈ NtM, j ∈ NtC, v ∈ VM, t ∈ T ;





 · wtijp ≥ f tijvp
∀i ∈ NF, j ∈ NtM, v ∈ VF,p ∈ P , t ∈ T ;
∀i, j ∈ NtM, i = j , v ∈ VF,p ∈ P , t ∈ T ;
∀i ∈ NtM, j ∈ NtC, v ∈ VM,p ∈ P , t ∈ T ;
∀i, j ∈ NtC, i = j , v ∈ VM,p ∈ P , t ∈ T (D-10)
∑
v∈VF
f tijvp ≥ wtijp
∀i ∈ NF, j ∈ NtM,p ∈ P , t ∈ T ;
∀i, j ∈ NtM, i = j ,p ∈ P , t ∈ T (D-11a)
∑
v∈VM
f tijvp ≥ wtijp
∀i ∈ NtM, j ∈ NtC,p ∈ P , t ∈ T ;
∀i, j ∈ NtC, i = j ,p ∈ P , t ∈ T (D-11b)
TEtip ≤ tptip ≤ TLtip ∀i ∈ NtC,p ∈ P , t ∈ T (D-12)
tptip = 0 ∀i ∈ NF,p ∈ P , t ∈ T (D-13)
tptip + TItij · wtijp − TMtp · (1 − wtijp) ≤ tptjp
∀i ∈ NF, j ∈ NtM,p ∈ P , t ∈ T ;
∀i, j ∈ NtM, i = j ,p ∈ P , t ∈ T ;
∀i ∈ NtM, j ∈ NtC,p ∈ P , t ∈ T ;
∀i, j ∈ NtC, i = j ,p ∈ P , t ∈ T (D-14)
tvtiv + TItij · xtijv − TMt · (1 − xtijv) ≤ tvtjv
∀i ∈ NF, j ∈ NtM, v ∈ VF, t ∈ T ;
∀i, j ∈ NtM, i = j , v ∈ VF, t ∈ T ;
∀i ∈ NtM, j ∈ NtC, v ∈ VM, t ∈ T ;
∀i, j ∈ NtC, i = j , v ∈ VM, t ∈ T (D-15)
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2 · yytij ≤ yti + yt+1j
∀i ∈ NtM, j ∈ Nt+1M , i = j , t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |T | − 1}
(D-16)
1 + yytij ≥ yti + yt+1j
∀i ∈ NtM, j ∈ Nt+1M , i = j , t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |T | − 1}
(D-17)
xxv ≥ xtijv ∀i ∈ NF, j ∈ NtM, v ∈ VF, t ∈ T (D-18a)
xxv ≥ xtijv ∀i ∈ NtM, j ∈ NtC, v ∈ VM, t ∈ T (D-18b)
f , tp, tv non-negative; y, x,w, yy, xx binary. (D-19)
The objective function contains ﬁve different cost compo-
nents. Theﬁrst component calculates theﬁxed cost of opening
a new transfer point in Period 1. Note that if we buy the equip-
ment for a transfer point once, we can use it several times in
different time periods. Opening a new transfer point actu-
ally means a transfer point is changing its location. Hence,
in reality, the cost of opening a new transfer point is its cost
of repositioning and this constitutes the second component.
The third and fourth components are vehicle acquisition and
ammunition distribution costs. The ﬁfth component calcu-
lates the driving cost of empty trucks returning to their home
transfer points.
Constraints have the same equation numbers (with a D in
front that represents their dynamic version) as their duplicates
in the static formulation. For example, constraints (D-1a)
are the dynamic version of constraints (1a). However, con-
straints (D-4b-1) and (D-4b-2) are different from their static
duplicates. To be exact, their static version is constraints
(4b), which force each ammo truck to turn back to its home
Mobile-TP from where it is dispatched. Nevertheless, in the
dynamic model, Mobile-TPs can change their location in
every consecutive time period.
Suppose a Mobile-TP is located at node i in time period t
and dispatches ammo truck v. Then, that transfer point moves
to node j in period t + 1, meaning that any truck that will
serve combat units in period t + 1 will be dispatched from
node j . Consider that unit k is the last unit on the route of
truck v in period t . As depicted in Fig. 6, we must allow the
truck to return to the transfer point, which may be located
at a different node, of the next period (dashed line incoming
to node j ), as well as allowing it to return to the original
transfer point (dashed line incoming to node i). Hence, we
introduce constraints (D-4b-1) and (D-4b-2) in place of (4b)
in the dynamic model. We assume that each truck returns to
its home transfer point in time to be available the next day.
We also have four new constraints that are (D-16), (D-17),
(D-18a), and (D-18b). Constraints (D-16) and (D-17) provide
that if a transfer point changes its location in a time period,
Figure 6. Returning arcs of ammo trucks to transfer points.
the cost of repositioning is properly added to the overall cost.
Constraints (D-18a) and (D-18b) let us count the cost of a
truck only once, even if it is used many times.
Remember that we partition the planning horizon into con-
secutive 24-h time periods. Since we have short planning
periods, we assume that costs (vehicle acquisition and ammo
distribution) do not vary from day to day. However, one
may need to convert ﬁxed and variable costs to some base
present-value year in a multi-period model that uses longer
planning periods, such as years. For more information on the
use of discounting formulti-periodmilitary planningmodels,
see [18].
We design three different PIs to assess the performance
of the dynamic model for a planning horizon of two days.
We again consider a corps that is in an offense position. In
each day, the corps has four brigades and each brigade has
ﬁve battalions to supply. Hence, there are 40 known battal-
ion locations and 16 potential Mobile-TP locations in total.
There are three potential locations for Fixed-TPs, which do
not change over time. Figure 7 shows the layout of the corps
on the battleﬁeld for the two consecutive planning periods,
i.e., t1 and t2. CUi1 (CUi2) represents the known location of
combat unit i in the ﬁrst (second) period. PotentialMobile-TP
locations for the ﬁrst brigade in the ﬁrst period are MTP1 and
MTP2, whereas they are MTP1, MTP2, MTP9, and MTP10
in the second period.
We consider three different levels of ammo type numbers,
that is |P | = 2, 3, 4, in each PI. The corps’ transportation
unit has ﬁve commercial and 10 ammo trucks, out of which
four commercial and eight ammo trucks are used. Table 8
presents the computational results. Table 9 gives some gen-
eral statistics on the model size. As in the static model, an
increase in the number of ammo types does not cause a signif-
icant increase in the number of discrete variables. However,
it increases the number of other statistics.
We present the solution of PI J for the ﬁrst period in Fig. 8.
Solid (dashed and dotted) lines represent the routes of com-
mercial (ammo) trucks. As can be seen in the ﬁgure, for the
third brigade, a Mobile-TP is established at location MTP6
in Period 1, and it is moved to location MTP13 in Period 2.
Hence, at the end of their routes, all ammo trucks return to
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Figure 7. The corps’ layout plan on the battleﬁeld for two periods.
location MTP13 rather than MTP6. However, a Mobile-TP
serves the secondbrigade at the same location, namelyMTP3,
in both periods. Thus, all ammo trucks return to the same
location, MTP3, from where they were dispatched. Fig. 9
shows the solution for Period 2, and all ammo trucks return
to their home transfer points, since this is the last planning
period.
6. STATIC MODEL IN REAL LIFE COMBAT
SITUATIONS
In this section, we ﬁrst show how the static model could
assist in a multi-day combat operation and then discuss how
the model can help the logistics planners when faced with
unplanned combat situations.
6.1. Multi-Period Planning with the Static Model
In what follows, we provide a framework to guide in the
successive use of the static model for multi-period strate-
gic decision making. Recall that one of the main differences
of the two models lies in the costing structure of the ammo
trucks mainly due to the fact that in the dynamic model this
Table 8. Computational results for the multi-period problem
instances.
Gaps (%) after
1 h 6 h 7 h 8 h 9 h 10 h 15 h 20 h 24 h
PI J — — — 23.38 23.25 23.23 23.23 23.12 23.04
PI K — — 27.99 27.96 27.89 28.31 27.54 27.44 27.41
PI L — 26.34 26.18 26.17 26.14 26.13 25.03 24.95 24.91
cost refers to the travel cost to the new (possible) Mobile-TP
location whereas in the static model this cost is neglected.
To compare the two models more fairly, we now include the
Mobile-TP return cost within the objective function of the
static model. As another modiﬁcation, we adjust the ﬁxed
costs of Mobile-TPs in the static model in compliance with
the logic we used for the dynamic model. Note that the ﬁrst
component of the objective function of the dynamic model
corresponds to the ﬁxed cost of opening a new transfer point
in Period 1. Since we incur this cost only once in the ﬁrst
period, in the consecutive periods, we take the ﬁxed costs
of all opened Mobile-TPs as zero and add their repositioning
costs (whenever applicable).Moreover, the potentialMobile-
TP location set in each period should also contain the selected
Mobile-TP locations of the previous period as output by the
static model.
Consider the layout of the corps in Fig. 7. The static model
can be used to solve this problem exactly in the same way
explained in Section 3, with the above suggested adjustment.
Figs. 10 and 11 present the static model solution for the ﬁrst
and the second periods. In a comparison with the dynamic
solution we can see both similarities and differences. Brieﬂy,
both the dynamic and the static models keep MTP3 at the
Table 9. General statistics on the model size of the multi-period
problem instances.
Non zero Single Single Discrete
|N | |P | |V | elements equations variables variables
PI J 59 2 15 451,287 45,402 237,400 30,421
PI K 3 631,551 57,694 341,738 31,969
PI L 4 811,815 69,986 446,076 33,517
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Figure 8. Dynamic model solution of the multi-period scenario for the ﬁrst period.
same place for both periods and move MTP7 to MTP15
in the second period. However, the static model continues
to use MTP6, but moves MTP2 to MTP10 in the second
period, whereas the dynamic model continues to use MTP2
and relocates MTP6 to MTP13.
As for the truck routes, again there are similarities and dif-
ferences between the solutions of the models. For example,
ammo truck routes are similar for the secondbrigade inPeriod
1 and for the third and fourth brigades in Period 2. However,
the most obvious difference is in commercial truck routes.
The dynamic model uses four commercial trucks whereas
the static model dispatches only three. At the same time, it
can also clearly be seen from the ﬁgures that the dynamic
model has less trafﬁc than the static model, which in turn
results in a lower objective value of 1164.6 versus 1498.8 of
the static model.
Which model is more advantageous depends on the com-
bat environment and enemy capabilities. For instance, as it is
already remarked in Subsection 3.2 if the enemy has the abil-
ity to detect our logistics convoys then the dynamic model
would be more advantageous, because it has less trafﬁc.
6.2. Facing Unplanned Contingencies with
the Static Model
Consider that logistics planners begin to execute the distri-
bution plan that is seen in Figs. 8 and 9. However, just before
the distribution plan for the second day is put into action,
Figure 9. Dynamic model solution of the multi-period scenario for the second period.
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Figure 10. Static model solution of the multi-period scenario for the ﬁrst period.
they receive the following Logistics Related Update from
the Corps Headquarters: For the ﬁrst brigade, due to unex-
pectedly high enemy presence, Battalion 4 triples its ammo
requirements for each type. The bridge between MTP2 and
Battalion 5 has been destroyed and other battalions of the
brigade are too far away that Battalion 5 must be supplied
by the second brigade (MTP3). For the second brigade, due
to unexpectedly high enemy presence, Battalion 8 doubles
its ammo requirements for each type. For the third brigade,
everything is as planned and no change is required. For the
fourth brigade, due to heavy enemy artillery ﬁre, MTP15 is
no longer suitable for any further logistics operations. All
ammo trucks have been moved to MTP16 and distribution
must be made from this site from now on. Transportation
between Battalion 16 and 17 is blocked because of an enemy
mine ﬁeld.
Similar updates can be encountered at any (the ﬁrst, the
last, or a middle) day of a given distribution plan. In such
circumstances, logistics planners must prepare the new dis-
tribution plan according to the update. However, the ﬁrst and
utmost important challenge is not to prepare the whole distri-
bution plan. The real issue is to save the present day as soon
and as good as possible, and then to prepare the distribution
plan for the rest of the battle duration. For the present day, we
have serious time pressure to answer the needs of the combat
units confronting the enemy. But for the next days, we will
Figure 11. Static model solution of the multi-period scenario for the second period.
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Figure 12. New solution for the second period.
have enough time to plan. Hence, the best way to proceed is
to run the static model for the present day and then run the
dynamic model for the rest of the combat duration.
Figure 12 shows the new distribution plan for the second
period. This solution is obtainedwith the static model in 7m.,
which we believe is short enough to answer the needs of the
combat units in time.
7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this article, we develop theMobile AmmunitionDistrib-
ution System to provide an effective and ﬂexible distribution
system on the battleﬁeld. We create a classiﬁcation scheme
consisting of 17 problem characteristics, and classify 78 pre-
vious articles. Then, we show that our problem includes
some aspects that have received little attention so far. Hence,
observing that the literature does not contain any model that
can handle our problem, we ﬁrst develop a static mixed inte-
ger programming formulation. We then derive several valid
inequalities to lessen the solution time and solve nine prob-
lem instances, indicating that realistically sized problems can
be solved satisfactorily well in a reasonable amount of time.
Next, to better capture the reality of the battleﬁeld, we
introduce a dynamic model that can help us design the dis-
tribution system for each day of the entire combat horizon.
Then, we illustrate the use of the static model for strategic
planning in which we have multiple time periods. Finally,
we present how the static model can also be utilized when
logistics planners are facedwith spontaneous problemswhich
must be solved in a short amount of time.
The Operations Plan (OPlan) of a battle must be closely
coordinated with its Logistics Plan (LPlan). Otherwise, if
LPlan does not support OPlan, the mission may fail. Thus, as
one of the most important supply classes, the Ammo Distri-
bution Supplement (ADistSupp) of a LPlan gains the utmost
importance, as it contains various ammo depot locations,
transportation routes, and resources to be used for transporta-
tion. Today, the ADistSupp of most countries’ land forces is
prepared manually, and we propose our mathematical model
as an alternative in this process.
Logistics plannersmust assure the adequacy and feasibility
of their plans. Our model not only provides a means to cor-
rectly prepare ADistSupp in compliance with the OPlan but
also enables logistics planners to detect the bottlenecks, such
as the inappropriate locations of transfer points and the insuf-
ﬁcient number of ammo trucks. By using our model, logistics
planners can determine vulnerabilities ahead of time, evalu-
ate options, conduct what–if analyses, and help commanders
adjust either the OPlan or LPlan by making recommenda-
tions about courses of action as follows: “Current ADistSupp
cannot meet the requested time windows in the OPlan with
this rate of operation tempo. We should either slow down the
tempo or locate an additional Mobile-TP or provide 10 more
ammo trucks.”
Ourmodel can also assist logistics planners to easily revise
ADistSupp if unplanned contingencies arise once the battle
commences. Such unplanned contingencies, scenario analy-
ses, or alternative solution explorations, which typically arise
within a single planning period (a day in this study) must be
urgently answered during the associated period. In case of
such events, our model is able to conduct scenario analyses
to explore alternative solutions and to examine the trade-offs.
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